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Foreword from the Principal
Dear Parents/Carers,
The end of another wonderful year here at Goole
Academy! I am delighted with the contents of this
newsletter. It’s brilliant to see what has gone on this term
and I think it’s a great reflection of the togetherness we
have created here at Goole.
It's been another second year of disruption to learning, but
I'd like to think that there is now some light at the end of the
tunnel. At the time of writing, the easing of restrictions on
19th July has just been announced and we're awaiting
further guidance about how schools are expected to
operate in the next academic year. As soon as we get
some firm communication, we'll be in touch about how
things will look for our September restart. As ever, I would
like to thank all parents/carers for your continued support
throughout this period of time.
As we close the year, it's always good to reflect on the
challenges we've faced. Just a few things that warrant a
mention ...

If you’d have said to me two years ago that these items
would be included in an end of term letter, I'd have been
aghast. This language has become a normal part of life for
all of us over the last 18 months. Let's hope that it will be
consigned to history in the not too distant future.
In spite of the challenges we have faced, progress
continues here at Goole. Our students continue to work
extremely well and our visitors to school never fail to
comment on the positive environment we have here. I
know I speak on behalf of all our staff when I say how proud
we are to be associated with the Academy and its
students.
One of the high points of the last term for me has been the
gradual return of afterschool enrichment activities.
Hopefully, this will continue in September. We have our
fingers crossed in the hope that we can take further positive
strides to normality on that front. I'm also delighted to
announce that we should be able to use our newly
refurbished sports hall to support our activity offer.

• Reopening the whole school in September with bubbles

Whatever you choose to do this summer, have a safe and
happy one.

• Partial bubble closures

Best wishes,

• Full national lockdown

Julian Harrison
Principal

• Introducing remote learning
• Running a school of close to 1000 students keeping
bubbles separate

CO N TAC T U S :
Email: info@gooleacademy.org.uk
Web: www.gooleacademy.org.uk
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LI B R ARY LE G E N DS
This year, although we've only had years 7 and 8 in
the LRC, there has been almost 4000 books
borrowed, and around 600 new books have been
added to our collection. Year 7 and 8 students have
entered a Diary of a Snowflake competition and
created brilliant book movie posters, and they have
also taken part in reading challenges such as book
bingo and the Among Us task challenge.
Accelerated Reader results have been fantastic with
years 7 and 8 collectively passing almost 2000 quizzes
and reading a grand total of over 40 million words!
We look forward to hopefully welcoming all year
groups back into the LRC next year.
A massive well done to our Year 7 Accelerated
Reader Millionaires:
• George Dicker
• Milo Durant-Johnson
• Charlotte Bateman
• Mia Jubb
• Grace Fields
• Evie Bulliment
• Grace Fear
And our Accelerated Reader Millionaires:
• Maggie Ball
• Alexia Jones
• Mateusz Krzyzak
• Grace Fear
And our Year 8 Accelerated Reader Millionaire:
• Kristine Lamakina

Well done, and we hope you continue to enjoy
some amazing books over the summer!

LE ARN ING
WITH TH E
LORDS
Students in Year 9 English
classes are preparing for their
'Teams' talk with a Member of
the House of Lords during
Enrichment sessions on
Thursdays. The initiative is
called 'Learning with the Lords'
and our students will have an
amazing opportunity to
interview Baroness Hamwee
on 16th July!
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LOCAL M P VI S IT
At the start of July, the MP for Goole, Mr Andrew Percy,
visited 7P2 to answer their questions on books and
reading. There were some great questions, such as:
Do you prefer fiction or non-fiction?
Non-fiction
What is your least favourite genre?
Romance
What was the first book you remember reading?
Cherry Tree Farm Books
If you could live in a fictional world, which would it be?
The world of Enid Blyton’s Famous Five
He also revealed that he used to be a History teacher
and that this was great preparation for debating in the
House of Commons. He said speaking in front of MPs is
much less scary than teaching a class of secondary
school students!'

MYO N D I G ITAL LI B R ARY
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LE GO RO B OTI C S
CHAM PI O N S
In the UK, there is a shortage of over
150,000 engineers every year. The
Lego Robotics Challenge continues to
be one of the ways we inspire our
students to think about the diverse
range of engineering careers in our
region and nationally.
Team Engineering Engineers
competed against hundreds of other
schools nationally in this competition
which encompasses several different
elements. These include programming
the robot to undertake a series of
tasks, virtual challenges using coding,
a project presentation on how
engineers can future-proof the world,
a robot speed challenge and a robot
design presentation. A lot to
complete for team Engineering
Engineers, but their passion and
inquisitive minds were their driving
motivation.
The challenges help the students to
develop employability skills such as
creative thinking, problem solving,
perseverance and teamwork.
Watching the team week to week
working on the different tasks, seeing
them exploring possible solutions to
problems, and fully engaged with the
engineering problems they faced was
amazing for us to see and makes us
very proud. The skills they have
developed and enhanced will help
them with their future engineering
career paths and their commitment
has been commendable.
A fantastic achievement team
Engineering Engineers - your
perseverance, hard work and team
work has paid off, well done!

E N G LI S H & H I S TO RY
CO LL AB O R ATI O N
Mrs Wright's History class has been doing
some great work on the twentieth
century. They began by looking at
twentieth century inventions, such as
frozen peas, freeze-dried coffee and
Sellotape and considered their impact
on their lives. They then went on to
independently research key events of
the last century, including the moon
landings, the death of Diana, Princess of
Wales, and the sinking of the Titanic.
Students then presented their findings to
the whole class, who had to judge
whether the key event presented had
the 'X Factor'.
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CE IAG U PDATE
This last term has brought with it a whole host of CEIAG
opportunities for all of our students. We have been
communicating at great length with local companies in
order to make sure our students are able to experience
a range of exciting, engaging, and skill-building
opportunities.
On the 21st June we had 16 engineering students from
Year 10 take part in the very first virtual work experience
provided by Siemens. This experience took place over 3
days and students had the opportunity to have a tour
around a depot in London whilst also having any
questions they had answered by the regional manager.
Students also had the opportunity to develop their
problem solving, planning, team work, and
communication skills by taking part in a variety of tasks
put together by Siemens.
Towards the end of term we have two exciting
opportunities for our Year 9 students. Drax power station
will be delivering a series of sessions focus around 3 key
areas. Firstly, the students will have an introduction to
Drax and the range of career/apprenticeship options
available for our students. The second session will be
aimed at delving into the inner workings of Drax and
how they produce electricity, as well as their role in the
national grid. This experience will be rounded off with a
session on how Drax plans to become carbon negative
and the methods they will be using in their new carbon
capture systems. All students will also have the
opportunity to have a Q&A with Drax during each
session.
Our second experience for Year 9 will be a one off
session with Yorkshire Water. This session will be aimed
around the treatment of water and all of procedures
that go on behind the scenes. This will be an essential
session for Year 9s movement into year 10 as this is an
area that appears on the KS4 Science curriculum.
Finally, a selection of 7 pupils will be taking part in a
session from Leeds Tropical World in which we will be
learning about careers in this sector, but also looking at
some fascinating organisms and how they are adapted
to survive. This will be of significant interest to our Year 7
students as they have recently studied this topic in their
Science lessons.

PAR E NTS '
E VE N I N GS
O N LI N E !
We were thrilled to host our
Year 7 parent and carer’s
evening through
SchoolCloud last term. The
evening was very successful,
and it was lovely for members
of staff to talk to parents and
carers face-to-face
(digitally!) about how their
children are getting on!

MATH S M OCK
E N R I CH M E NT
A big congratulations to all
our Year 10 students on the
amazing hard work they put
into their Maths Mock
assessments. There was an
exceptional turn out to
after-school enrichment the
night before the Mock
assessments with over 100
students attending and
similar numbers attending the
Breakfast Booster sessions in
the morning. As our Year 10's
move into Year 11, this
dedication and commitment
to extracurricular studies will
have a dramatic effect on
their most important
academic year. Consistent
attendance to all enrichment
sessions will allow them to
increase attainment,
progress, and achieve their
full, and well deserved,
potential. Once again, a
massive congratulations to all
who attended.
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CLE AN GOO LE CAM PAI G N
On 3rd June, 30 Goole Academy students worked with Goole
Town Council and East Riding of Yorkshire Council to do a litter
pick around the centre of Goole and along Pasture Road. It
was also apart of the government scheme of Keep Britain
Tidy. Several similar events have been run since by the Clean
Goole campaign, and it’s always fantastic to see so many of
our students spending a weekend caring about our
community to get Goole gleaming!

YE AR 11S
At May half term, we
said farewell to our Year
11 students. They
worked amazingly well
in their final weeks and
months, and we are
really proud of what
they achieved. It was
wonderful to welcome
them all back for a
leavers celebration
evening, and we can’t
wait to see you all
again on Results Day on
12th August. Good luck
for the next steps!
Watch this space for
updates on our plans
for GCSE Results Day!
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PLE DG E AS S E M B LI E S
In late June, we held Pledge assemblies for all students, and hundreds of badges and prizes
were handed out for a range of amazing achievements, from perfect attendance, to glorious
GCSEPod engagement, to going above and beyond in the accumulation of Above & Beyond
stickers. It is fantastic to see how well students have engaged with the Pledge programme, and
fantastic to see how many are now proudly wearing badges around school! Well done!!

GC S E PO D CO M PE TITI O N S
Fantastic effort from Hamish Millar, Ayse Solmaz,
Isaac Bristow, and Joao Machado for winning our
GCSEPod History competition! We’ve had weekly
winners throughout May and June winning Mr
Poulton’s Engineering competitions, and walking
away with prizes made on his 3D printer! There’s
been amazing progress on the site this year, and
these competitions have been fantastic.

GC S E P O D WO R LD
CHAM PI O N S …
AGAI N !
It’s no secret that we love
GCSEPod at Goole Academy
- it’s an amazing resource to
help students in all year groups
to consolidate knowledge
covered in class. This year has
been the second in a row of
world-class podding from our
students - in February, we hit a
lifetime total of a quarter of a
million pods, and, at the time
of writing this, we were
perilously close to engaging
with one hundred thousand
pods this academic year. By
the time you’re reading this,
we will have almost certainly
surpassed this monumental
milestone!
Our Pod Squad, led by the
Pod Father himself (Mr
Jackson), has taken part in the
GCSEPod Pod Games, and,
for the second year in a row,
we have won! An amazing
achievement that truly is
testament to the hard work
and dedication of our
students!
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F R AN CI S
LO F TUS VI S IT
In late June, Francis Loftus was
invited in to work with a small
group of year 9 students. Reverend
Francis has worked in education
and made the decision to become
a Vicar. The lesson content was
relating to 'being a better citizen',
and it was fantastic. All of the
students were fully engaged and
thoroughly enjoyed the content
and his teaching style, which was
energetic and humorous.
We looked at a range of important
people and whether the life
decisions they made were the right
choices. These people included
Rosa Parks and Dietrich Bonhoeffer.

S PO R TS DAY
For the first time since
2019, we were able to
go ahead with a Sports
Day programme this
year! Over 2 days and in
different bubbles, our
Year 7-10 students were
able to compete in a
range of track and field
events, and had a
fantastic time doing so.
Well done to all!

E N R I CH M E NT
This term, Enrichment was back! We have offered a wide
range of sports to all year groups. The popular sessions
included rounders, football, table tennis and dodgeball. The
Sports Leaders course also commenced with Year 7 & 8,
attendance to this was outstanding and the students
already show signs of becoming brilliant sports leaders. It
has been amazing to see so many of our students attending
after missing out on so much due to lockdowns. We're
hoping for even more to attend in September as well as
being able to play fixtures. There has been a big push on
making sure Year 11 were ready to leave, qttention then
moved to Year 10 to finish coursework in preparation for
Year 11.
Despite a turbulent year full of challenges, we have still
been able to offer sports days in July. Sign up and
engagement was great across all year groups. As part of
this we have started some house competitions, kickstarting
with Year 7 rounders which was won by Backshall house.
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YE AR 8 TAB LE T
RO LL O UT
A primary purpose of education is to
prepare our students for life after school,
and one key way of doing this is with
access to technology! This half term, Year
8 students across Delta Academies Trust
(including here at Goole Academy!) have
been given tablets to use in their lessons
and to support their learning at home,
and it’s already revolutionising teaching
and learning with this year group!
Staff have integrated the technology into
their lessons in many ways and we are
starting to see an increase in usage from
Hegarty Maths and GCSEPod.
If the trial is a success, then it may be
rolled out to other year groups later on.

TR AN S ITI O N
In June and July, we were able to hold a
series of virtual transition events to
introduce September’s Year 7 students to
Goole Academy, and they were a
fantastic success. We ran a series of
Twitter competitions (ongoing over the
holidays!), as well as Eventbrite films,
virtual lessons from Engineering, Science,
Maths, and History, and a virtual parents’
evening to let Year 6 children and their
parents meet their Year 7 tutors. If you
haven’t had chance to engage with our
Transition 2021 programme yet, check it
out on our website!

T WIT TE R , YO UTU B E , AN D O U R WE B S ITE
Remember to keep an eye on our Twitter page and give us a follow twitter.com/DeltaGoole!
We also regularly upload videos onto our Youtube page so subscribe to
our channel for more updates!
Our website is also going through some significant changes over this half
term, and we can’t wait for our relaunch. We regularly update our site with
key information for students and parents/carers, so remember to check in
regularly to see what’s new at Delta Goole!
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S PAR X S U CCE S S E S
Year 7 have been working incredibly hard this year on their Sparx homework. Last half term,
engagement improved significantly and Mrs Hare’s class enjoyed a Bright Sparx Breakfast as a
prize they deserved due to their extraordinary efforts in their homework. In particular, Mrs Hare
wants to give a big shout out to Megan W, who has pulled out all the stops in completing all of
her compulsory homework and lots of XP Boost. Megan is really flying in maths! Jack J has also
improved massively in maths and has completed his Sparx homework every single week! The last
shout out goes to Reuben L, who is smashing it on Sparx, improving massively in maths and
completes his homework every week!
Homework on Sparx is set weekly and it uses a special algorithm which adapts every question to
each individual child depending on their previous answers at each stage of the homework. No
2 children get the same questions. According to the Year 7 teachers, Sparx has had a significant
positive impact on the progress of their classes!

Well done Year 7!

WHAT’S B E E N GO I N G I N D I F F E R E NT CU R R I CU LU M AR E AS?

G E OG R APHY
Geography Summer term! A little bit more
normality with face-to-face teaching again,
supported with home learning materials. With
restrictions limiting fieldwork Geography has
gone virtual with fieldwork done from a virtual
perspective with Year 9 and Year 10 looking at
urban land use in Leeds and the skills normally
developed through out-of-class experiential
learning through a virtual window. Year 8 have
begun to incorporate the use of their tablets in
lessons with research tasks and map skills. They
have also incorporated their maths
understanding of degrees in a circle into their
direction and navigation work. Year 7 have
been out literally in the field and on various
other surfaces conducting infiltration
experiments as part of the Raging Rivers unit.
Independently and collectively students have
continued to rise to the challenge with
GCSEpod, watched figures currently stand at
9089 for this year for Geography. Well done!
Good habits we'd like to see continue on our
return in September!
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H I S TO RY
In Year 7 we have been learning about the English Civil War and the impact that it had in
England. The students have been looking at the source, A World Upside Down to assess opinions
of the changes and whether Oliver Cromell changed England for the better or not.
In Year 8 we have been studying the persecution of the Jews. Students have been looking at life
changed in Nazi Germany and the occupied countries for the Jewish community before, now
during and after The Second World War. The History department have been particularly
impressed with the maturity and empathy the students have shown throughout this topic.
In Year 9, we are learning about the British Sector of the Western Front during World War One
and the medical problems and treatments. We have learnt all about trench systems and
structures, gas attacks, the first plastic surgeries, and lots more!
In Year 10, students in between completing their mocks, have been learning about the early
Weimar Republic. We have been looking at some really challenging political content but they
haven't let it phase them and really cracked on. They really seem to be enjoying it!
The History department hope all our students enjoy the summer and stay safe. We can't wait to
see them back in September.

ICT
As we head towards the end of one school year we look
back to the efforts and achievements of all our staff and
students. We have been very busy and creative in ICT and
Creative IMedia this year. KS3 have explored coding in
Scratch and developing skills in Photoshop and HTML,
making animations in Animate and learning to stay safe
online as well as understanding the components of a
computer, enabling our students to be able to navigate in
a world of ICT and computing.
Given the disruption over the last two years and time our
students have spent in school and learning online we are
so proud of our KS4 students who have been committed to
succeeding in their Creative IMedia qualification and
have worked hard on their assignments, staying for
enrichment sessions and pushing themselves against all the
unprecedented circumstances, their dedication to their
studies has been excellent.
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M US I C
It's been another fantastic year in the
Music department at Goole Academy.
From Christmas and transition music
videos being made, to composition
entries in National competitions - we've
packed a lot in!
Back in January, the Year 10 Btec Music
students came into school during the
national lockdown to sit their official
exam, their efforts produced the most
amazing set of results under extreme
circumstances!
More recently the Year 9 Btec Music
students have live-streamed lunchtime
concerts from the music room into the
canteen for Year 7 and 8 providing great
lunchtime entertainment.
Attendance at extra-curricular music
clubs has also shown the desire of
students at Goole to get back into
performing and we look forward to lots of
concerts taking place next year.

F O LLOW U S

ON T WIT TE R
It’s been a busy year so
far, both in school and
out, and we love to
showcase all of the
fabulous things that our
students are getting up
to on our Twitter page!
If you haven’t followed
us already, have a look
at our page and check
out all of the super stuff
that’s going on in our
Academy! @DeltaGoole

PE R FO R M I N G AR TS
Year 9 and 10 students were lucky enough this year to have a Q&A session with George
Richmond-Scott, Assistant Director of the hit musical Everyone's Talking About Jamie. We were
extremely proud of our students during this special event, and we look forward to hopefully
attending more Q&A sessions next year.
Success also arrived for Gracie C in Year 8 after she starred in a TV advert - we hope to see her
in many more adverts.
Finally, despite lockdowns and Covid restrictions, we had the best ever attendance during
extra-curricular sessions in Performing Arts this year. We are all hoping we will see the return of a
staged musical at Goole Academy - keep your eyes peeled!

Staying Safe
This Summer
Stay Safe
Online
Remember:
• Check your security settings
• Never share your address,
phone number or tell anyone
you don’t know where you are.
• Never agree to meet anyone
you don’t know
• Don’t go on private chat areas
• Block unwanted contacts if you
feel uncomfortable
• Report anything you are
worried about – you can do this
anonymously
• Never send naked pictures
of yourself or send pictures of
other people
• Check out the ZIPIT app which
has been designed with you
in mind to take control of your
online chat
• $ UHDOO\ JRRG SODFH WR ÀQG
out more about apps online
is the NHS Apps Library here:
www.nhs.uk/apps-library
• Be aware of live streaming –
don’t be pressured to do or
say something you wouldn’t
do if you were actually with the
person.
You can get support and advice
for you or your friends from CEOP,
if something has happened online
which has made you feel unsafe,
scared or worried.
The CEOP Thinkuknow website also
has information and advice to help
you to stay safe online.
www.ceop.police/safety-centre

$V ZH JHW FORVHU WR WKH VXPPHU DQG VRPH RI
\RX ZLOO EH OHDYLQJ XV VRRQ ZH ZRXOG OLNH WR
UHPLQG \RX KRZ LPSRUWDQW LW LV WKDW \RX VWD\
VDIHDQGKHDOWK\
It’s not always easy to admit it, but we all need
help and advice sometimes. Whatever
the SUREOHP LV WDONLQJ DERXW LW FDQ EH WKH
ILUVWVWHSto solving it. If there is an adult you can
trust like a parent, carer or a professional, talk
to them. There are also lots of agencies you
can contact for extra support, advice and
guidance.

Look After Your
Emotional &
Mental Health
A lot has changed over the past
year which may have left you
worried or feeling emotions that
are different from usual. Childline
have a number of resources and
activities that could help. Support
from ChildLine is available ONLINE,
ON THE PHONE, ANYTIME.
Advice
and
information
is
available to help you with lots of
issues including:
• Bullying, abuse, safety and
the law
• Your feelings, friends and
relationships
• Home and families
• School, college, and work.
You can create a safe space
online ‘Your Locker’. It s your
personal space where you can
customise, create a journal and
access private messages to a
counsellor.
You can access support via the
Childline web site – log on for
1-2-1 support, e mail or call their
helpline free on 0800 11 11 (9ammidnight).
www.childline.org.uk

The eClinic app is a free instant
messaging service which enables
young people to self-refer, book
appointents and talk to a CAMHS
Practitioner. The app can be
downloaded via android or IOS.

Look After Your
Physical Health
As lockdown continues to ease and
you start to socialise with friends
and family more it is important to
get out and about. Remember to
wear sun cream and drink lots of
water.
Try to keep a routine. Go to bed
and get up at the same time, even
in the holidays. This will help when
you return to school or college
or start work in September. Have
some treats but remember to eat
healthy food too. It will make you
feel better.
Remember to keep safe by
following these simple rules:
• Try to do 60 minutes of physical
activity a day
• Try and maintain a balanced
diet – poor nutrition can cause
long term health problems
• Try to get at least 8 – 10 hours of
sleep each night
• Have time away from your
devices, especially just before
you go to sleep
• Don’t walk alone at night
• Never take a short cut through
an isolated area
• Stay safe near roads, be
sensible, don’t take risks
• Don’t wear earphones when
cycling – you can’t hear the
road
• Report
any
concerns
or
incidents about road or rail to
the British Transport Police on
0800 40 50 40 or text 61016.

Please check the academy website DQG VRFLDO PHGLD for regular updates
about school and to access more safeguarding links and information.
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